Agenda
TIBC - Data Management Subcommittee
Virtual Meeting
Tuesday, August 11, 2020
3:30pm to 6:30pm Eastern Time
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/7523602234938943245

Discussion Topics

• What data should be collected to better inform budget decisions and distributions

• What data is currently collected for programs and by whom
  • Program collections by IA
  • Statutorily Required at IA
  • How can we gather what is collected by other Agencies
  • Tribal Data Collection – what types of data are commonly collected by tribes

• Labor Force Report – History and New Direction
  • Staff from the Department of Labor will join us to present what they are working on as a new approach to the Labor Force Report

• How can this subcommittee assist with data collection

• Protecting tribal data:
  • What are primary concerns
  • How can we help address them